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Closing the Effective Teaching Gap

Over the last decade, policy and business leaders have come to know what parents have always known: teachers are the largest school-based factor in student achievement.¹ Yet not all schools have equal access to the most effective teachers. High-needs schools that serve large proportions of economically disadvantaged and minority students are more likely to having difficulty recruiting and retaining teachers, particularly in high-demand subjects like math and special education.² As a result, they are much more likely to fill those openings with out-of-field, inexperienced, and less well-prepared teachers.³ Simply put, the student achievement gap is largely explained by an effective teaching gap.

The important question is how we seek to close that gap. Some pundits and policymakers suggest that effective teachers are born, not made – and that the academic ability and personal traits of new recruits are more important for teaching effectiveness than pedagogical training. However, recent studies have shown that teachers are more significantly more effective if they are fully prepared when they enter teaching, are certified in the specific field they teach, have higher scores on their licensing tests, have graduated from a more competitive college, have at least two years teaching experience, and are National Board certified.⁴

In addition, a new body of research suggests that teaching experience and pedagogical preparation matters for student achievement when teachers have opportunities to learn from their peers in their schools over time. Working conditions seem to matter a great deal for teacher effectiveness — but which ones? In this policy brief, the Center for Teaching Quality (CTQ), in partnership with the Teachers Network, offers a powerful perspective on teaching effectiveness and teacher collaboration. Drawing on surveys and interviews of teachers in urban, high-needs schools as well as a broader research literature, we offer evidence to show that when teachers are given time and tools to collaborate with their peers, they are more likely to teach effectively and more likely to remain in the high-needs schools that need them most.

Unpacking the Evidence on Collaboration and Effectiveness

About the Teachers Network Study

With the support of the Ford Foundation, the Teachers Network undertook a major national survey of 1,210 teacher leaders, to better understand the role that participation in teacher leadership networks plays in supporting and retaining effective teachers in high-needs urban schools. Follow-up interviews with 29 network participants provided a more nuanced view of ways in which opportunities for collaboration and leadership (within and beyond the classroom) can increase teacher efficacy and effectiveness, and improve the retention of the classroom experts students deserve. The survey sample was drawn from a diverse and accomplished group
of PK-12 teacher leaders in every subject area: 93 percent were fully state-certified in their subject area and grade level at the time of the survey, and 78 percent held at least a master’s degree. A majority reported that they worked in urban, high-needs schools, where more than 75 percent of the student body was comprised of low-income or minority students.

The Teachers Network data have some significant limitations, both related to the instruments used and in the fact that subgroups of teachers surveyed were too small to permit meaningful disaggregated analysis.¹ In this series of briefs and a culminating research report, we have enriched findings from the Teachers Network study with results from CTQ’s ongoing research on teacher working conditions and teacher effectiveness. We also provide context from the broader research literature to bear on these pooled data.

**Collaborative Teachers Are Effective Teachers**

Analysis of survey and interview data from teacher leaders provides additional evidence on what existing literature has shown is true of all teachers: that collaboration among teachers paves the way for the spread of effective teaching practices, improved outcomes for the students they teach, and the retention of the most accomplished teachers in high-needs schools.

1. **Opportunities for peer learning among teachers build collective expertise.**

Teacher effectiveness has less to do with individual attributes, and far more to do with the extent to which teachers work with each other and provide collective leadership for their schools and communities. Mentoring has been shown to increase new recruits’ pedagogical practices, teaching effectiveness, and retention.⁵ However, new studies suggest that teachers at any experience level stand to gain from collaborative work. Teachers who have consistent opportunities to work with effective colleagues also improve in their teaching effectiveness.⁶

Accomplished teachers instinctively understand that teaching – particularly in a high-needs school – is necessarily a collaborative enterprise, requiring significant peer support and input for success. **Sixty-four percent of respondents to the Teachers Network survey said they joined their local collaborative networks primarily because they “wanted a professional community” of other teachers with whom to exchange ideas and best practices for their classrooms.** This hunger for collaborative opportunities far outstripped any other reason for joining networks – including opportunities for fellowships or other funding, suggestions from their principals. Whether they collaborated in face-to-face meetings (63 percent) or virtually (76 percent), most teachers involved in Teachers Network communities were actively engaged in ongoing activities that connected them to other classroom practitioners who could help them “raise their games.”

**Moreover, networked teachers overwhelmingly said that support specifically from peers was important to them for support and for help with their classroom practice.** As Figure 1 illustrates, a very large majority of respondents cited “other teachers” as their primary supports and sources of information, surpassing even their department chairs, principals or other formal leaders in their schools.

¹ For a fuller discussion of the limitations of these data, please see the full report that accompanies this series of briefs, forthcoming from the Center for Teaching Quality and Teachers Network in February 2010.
2. Access to such collective expertise makes teachers more effective in advancing student learning.

Collaboration may build the knowledge base among teachers in a school or professional network, adding value to the education students receive. But precisely how much value does that peer learning have, measured in terms of student outcomes? Studies show that students perform better on tests of mathematics and reading when they attend schools characterized by higher
levels of teacher collaboration, creating a tipping point for sustained school turnaround. More specifically, a recent study using 11 years of matched teacher and student achievement data was able to examine this relationship even more granularly, by isolating and quantifying this added value brought by collective expertise. Drawing on very sophisticated analyses, the researchers found that peer learning among small groups of teachers seemed to be the most powerful predictor of student achievement over time. Fully 20 percent of a teacher’s “value added” effects, as measured by student test score gains, was attributable to shared expertise. Education Week, in reporting on this groundbreaking study, concluded, “[T]eachers raise their games when the quality of their colleagues improves.”

CTQ’s own case study research, funded by the Ford Foundation, has surfaced how teachers collectively refine their teaching strategies in order to ensure that low-performing students reached their achievement growth targets. A master teacher within their grade level tested out new ideas for instruction that were generated by the whole team, to be sure that the innovations were effective before introducing them more broadly:

[If my colleagues] want to implement something, …I've said, ‘Well, let me try it first and let me see if it [works well]. And if it’s a keeper I’ll let you all know about it.’ Sometimes that knocks the kinks out of the [new lesson or strategy] if just one class tries it versus everyone [in the grade], and that…really saves a lot of time [with trial and error].

Respondents to the Teachers Network survey were also clear about the benefits of their participation in collaborative activities through their local networks, summarized in Figure 2 below. Over 90 percent of the teachers reported that their network participation improved their teaching practice, and over three-fourths feel that it has improved their school overall.

**Figure 2: Teachers Network Survey Responses**

“As a result of network participation, I have…”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developed better relationships with parents</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gained knowledge and skills</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintained relationships with network</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleagues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved my school</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved my teaching</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continued as a classroom teacher</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DATA SOURCE: Authors’ tabulation of Teachers Network survey data
Of course, not every school nurtures collaborative engagement among teachers. For these teachers, participation in a larger cross-school professional network for teachers, such as those offered by Teachers Network, helped to offset limited opportunities for collaboration in their respective local school communities:

There was not a [professional] learning community [in my school] and a place where [issues with teaching and learning] could be discussed...comfortably. And being a part of that [Teachers Network community] and being encouraged by them, ...knowing that my problems were not uncommon to their problems, and thinking out solutions about how to fix those problems...has been a wonderful experience, a real learning process for me...as a professional.

For other teachers, having a broader professional network with which to share and collaborate had additional benefits, whether they had opportunities for collaboration within their buildings or not:

One of the things I love about [my work with other teachers through the network] is that [the discussions are] at the academic and intellectual level of...a master's degree program. ...I’ve had to reflect on my classroom, my school, in the context of being a laboratory for [me as] an agent of change. So that’s made me really look at what’s going on from more of a systematic [and] scholarly approach. ...We’re really looking beyond the [current slate of] standardized tests, like what are other impeding variables that may factor in [to why students do or do not experience the learning growth that they should].

In addition, the majority of respondents (59 percent) also reported that network participation helped them to develop better relationships with their students’ parents — an extremely critical piece of the school improvement puzzle. CTQ’s recent case studies of three high-needs schools in an urban district suggest that finding ways to engage parents – or in their absence, the resources of the broader community for supporting the school financially or with volunteer assistance – are critical to the success of school improvement plans and student achievement gains. Such expansions of collaboration beyond the classroom walls are also strongly associated with better educational and life outcomes for students in high-needs communities.10

Moreover, as Figure 2 reveals, almost 80 percent claimed that their network involvement fueled their intention to stay in teaching. One member of a Teachers Network community put it succinctly, saying, “Teachers stay when they feel that they supported and that they have good professional relationships [with their colleagues].” In fact, regression analysis of Teachers Network survey data reveals that – controlling for a variety of school factors – colleagues’ support was the only school culture factor significantly associated with teachers’ planned long-term retention. Teachers who planned to stay in the classroom for up to 5 years cited opportunities for professional learning or high standards among staff as most important. But collaboration was by far the dominant factor in retaining these teacher leaders for 10 (p<.05) or 15 (p<.01) years.

Our analysis of the teacher interviews explicitly uncovered these connections between collaboration, improved effectiveness in the classroom, and retention of those newly more effective teachers in high-needs schools. One teacher claimed:
If I had been in [a high-needs] school and just shut my door..., I would’ve fallen apart. But the fact that I had this very supportive group of people and we were always addressing the issues [that our schools and students faced], and...helping each other work through things [to improve student learning] – that kept me at that school.

These findings are hardly unique to the Teachers Network sample. The Center for Teaching Quality’s surveys and case studies in other urban districts across the country show that opportunities for meaningful collaboration are one important factor in teachers’ decisions to remain at their current schools – or remain in teaching at all.11

Making Collaboration Work

The Teachers Network survey did not ask teachers to identify the ways in which collaboration at their schools or in their networks were structured. However, evidence suggests that the structure of collaboration matters to its impacts on teacher effectiveness. However, our on-going studies at CTQ have begun to suggest best practices for collaboration that are most tightly linked to teacher effectiveness. These include:

- **Scheduling adequate time for collaboration.** Whether teachers are trying to collaborate within a grade level group or a subject area department, schedules must be aligned to allow for common planning time. Collaboration rarely “just happens” in schools; teachers are busy keeping up with their students and often get siloed within their own classrooms. Aligning teachers’ schedules to create common planning times sets the tone by showing that school leaders value collaboration. Doing so has been linked to more effective instructional innovation among teachers.12

  One principal whom we recently interviewed emphasized that the amount of time that teachers had together was critical, and recommended at least 90-minute blocks:

  [Otherwise, teachers wouldn’t have] ample time [for collaboration.] ...They wouldn’t go in depth in terms of what had worked [with students], what hadn’t, what data do we have...to know if this works? The conversations are too pro forma [in shorter meetings].

  Teachers in that principal’s school strongly agreed. One told us, “Having the time to look back at the [student] data or prepare [your lessons with colleagues in my grade level]...is a big factor [in effective teaching].”

- **Aligning collaboration structures for both horizontal and vertical collaboration.** Traditionally, teachers collaborate horizontally, with teachers in their same grade level or subject area department. Vertical collaboration across grade levels is much more rare, but may be at least as important as horizontal collaborations for allowing teachers to “hand off” knowledge about students’ needs to the next teacher – which may be especially important for high-needs students. CTQ’s case studies have revealed that teachers and principals find vertical collaboration especially useful for aligning instructional strategies across grade levels for key tested subjects, in order to
make targeted achievement growth for reading and math. The structure of collaboration, then, should follow school goals for teaching and learning.

- **Structuring collaboration meetings formally.** Teachers who participate in structured dialogues to analyze student work or solve problems in their schools are more likely to implement positive changes in their teaching practice and improve their students’ achievement. One teacher unsurprisingly noted: “It helps to have specific agenda items in mind, at least, when we sit down. ...That way, we stay focused...not going off on a tangent.”

- **Creating an atmosphere of mutual trust.** Collaboration – sharing knowledge and ideas – implies risk. Both survey and interview data gathered by CTQ in various urban districts drives home the point that collaboration is difficult to execute without a sense of trust among teachers. Where rifts are deep – between new and more established teachers, opposing teaching philosophies, or clashing individual personalities – teachers report that collaboration becomes less effective: “If you...don’t mesh well, then it becomes very difficult to feel successful in a model where you must rely on someone else and their judgment.”

Teachers who work in trusting environments have a basis for inquiry and reflection into their own practice, allowing them to take risks, challenge and critique each other, and collectively solve tough problems. And teachers who feel valued by their principals, and believe they are afforded professional respect, are also more likely to stay in teaching and produce whole school improvement (including student achievement gains).

**Implications**

Human capital decisions have increasingly been a focus of education policy and school reform efforts. Some recent teaching quality reforms have begun to focus on talent management, but not necessarily on teacher development that fueled by teachers themselves. Evidence from the Teachers Network survey, and in the research literature as a whole, strongly suggests that collaboration and networking among teachers is essential to developing teaching talent among existing staff within schools. Opportunities for collaboration strengthen the skills of new or struggling teachers and can make the best teachers even better.

- Moreover, schools that operate collaboratively tend to be more attractive schools in which to work, assuring that the best teachers will gravitate towards and remain in schools that prioritize collaboration – whatever other challenges they or their students may face.

- To be most effective, though, collaboration should be structured carefully. Principals and other school leaders should allot adequate time for collaboration, organize class schedules to include common planning times that permit horizontal and vertical collaboration, and actively seek to reduce divisions among staff that may prevent open and productive exchanges among teachers.
Many high-needs schools are likely beset by ineffective teaching. However, many of those ineffective teachers never were sufficiently prepared or supported to succeed in high-needs classrooms – and simply removing poor performers will not ensure that effective teachers will be waiting in the wings to replace them. Specific strategies to spread the expertise of the most accomplished teachers may be the key to turning around low performing schools.

Raising the quality of teaching and boosting student achievement in high-needs schools require an intensive focus on a range of working conditions, including effective principals and appropriate teaching assignments. But what may be most important is adequate time to work with colleagues and professional development that focuses on systemic, sustained, and collective study of student work where peers critique and help each other teach more effectively.
About Teachers Network and the Center for Teaching Quality

Teachers Network, a national nonprofit organization, leverages the creativity and expertise of a national and international community of outstanding educators to transform public schools into creative learning communities. Over the past 26 years, Teachers Network has brought together 1.5 million classroom teachers in over 20 network affiliate communities for professional development that hones both classroom practice and instructional leadership.

The Center for Teaching Quality (CTQ) seeks to improve student learning and advance the teaching profession by cultivating teacher leadership, conducting timely research, and crafting smart policy. Core to CTQ is its own Teacher Leaders Network, a virtual community of some of the nation’s most expert teachers whose ideas and actions are assembled and spread in order to dramatically improve academic achievement for all students.
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